
8.1  (John Dominski)  This student combined his affinity for boundaries and photography 
to produce a mission for the day that became the anchor for his final project weeks later.  
This response is an outstanding example of thinking with and about an object. 



Assignment 7:  10-27-2009
Object Mapping 1: Observing Both Jojo’s and Kwan’s Troops

Observe and record the use of a particular object by the chimps or the troop of gorillas for 
which you will design your final project. This can be a fixed feature of the environment or 
any other object in the animals’ habitat.

	
 •	
 Look at how the object is incorporated into the group’s activities (or not). How often 
is it used and for how long?

	
 •	
 In what ways?
	
 •	
 By whom?
	
 •	
 How does it affect or constrain animals’ behaviors?
	
 •	
 What behaviors does it elicit or prevent?
	
 •	
 In your view, what functions does this object fulfill?
	
 •	
 Does your observation of this object give you any insight into the priorities and rela-

tionships of any individuals in the group?

Think of this assignment as “a day in the life of {this object}” where your constant focus is 
the object, regardless of who comes in and out of the picture around it.

My first thoughts were to start just observing the behaviors the apes were engaged in. And 
today they were particularly playful. I wanted to focus upon the glass as a feature of the en-
vironment. My first impressions were that this barrier between the casual watchers and the 
apes was all that was keeping order intact between both species/parties involved. Now, there 
are the keepers which have a special status with the groups of apes and are allowed an even 
closer/more intimate handling of the apes through caged sections of the habitat. There they 
are able to feed juice or other treats/treatments to the apes as needed. One lady working for 
the Zoo was saying how at 1:30 they do daily training and I would like to schedule a time to 
see that one day. I was initially wondering how it was that the apes knew that it was time for 
the training, knowing full well that 1:30 to us is easily noticed by looking at a clock, but how 
is it that a primate can know the certain time beforehand and be waiting for such treats/
treatment. Are they so tuned into their physiological rhythm of everyday life that they just 
intuitively feel ‘that certain time’ as it rolls around each and every day (day itself is a natural 
cycle). How does Jojo know to line up by the cage every day unless there is some sort of sen-
sory stimulus that shows him that it is ‘time?’ Is it that he sees a certain behaviors by the 
keepers previous to the treatment? Must find out!

So I started by paying attention to how the glass is used in multiple ways. Josh was asking 
“what if i chose to study this piece of bark?” I respond, “well you will have some awfully bor-
ing fieldnotes.” I wanted to stay away from the too obvious and too easy (being objects that 
perhaps would not be used at all during a one hour observation session) and focus on some-
thing that literally impacts their behavior in many aspects. I feel that the glass does just that 
because it serves many direct functions to the apes as a: 



	
 •	
 Barrier (physically and much auditorally separating the presence of one group to the 
other)

	
 •	
 if glass was not there, and just a cage, then we would have to be more physi-
cally separated for fear of lost fingers or otherwise more noisy environment as 
children and less mature adults will continually try to get attention of apes 
(not that we dont see that already, but the perceived notion of a barrier, and 
especially a 3/4” solid one signals to most that the opposing party cannot hear 
these taunts.)

	
 •	
 back rest (apes will rest with backs upon glass, feet resting on ledge, both on bottom 
ledge and 15’ high ledge),

	
 •	
 a way to see out of their ‘confinement’ (to see who might be staring),
	
 •	
 as a way to scare people (by getting very close and banging on it if someone is 

staring for example), 

	
 •	
 as a mediator of communication
	
 •	
 as a taunting tool for apes during periods of play (especially the in/outside 

separating glass), 
	
 •	
 as a way for apes to stare at you if you are staring at them (definitely non ver-

bal but one can tell a world of info just by a look, especially from a disgruntled 
silverback for example)

	
 •	
 as a sound barrier (people on outside cannot hear many of the more quiet verbal 
communications between apes) along with the apes not being able to fully hear the 
screaming children pounding on the glass to get attention), 

	
 •	
 the glass is also intrusive in that people with their lack of experience of cameras tend 
to flash the apes many times (what if an ape could press a button on ground or glass 
that would flash the human when they did it to the apes? [a light meter that could 
detect when person initiated flash, thus allowing light to flash only when needed to 
be reciprocated, and not for sheer enjoyment of apes]),

	
 •	
 the glass should equally serve a two way relationship between parties 
involved:  apes and visitors, but is inherently unequal

	
 •	
 people allowed to flash when they please, and apes must deal with that
	
 •	
 apes are able to stay away from the glass as they want, but that is surely 

limiting their range of action within the habitat, for it they would like 
to be near glass, but realize they are just going to get flashed in the 
eyes each time, they will simply move away from the glass to avoid that 
physical stimulus (would like to also know what other kinds of reac-
tions one’s physiology has to certain obtrusive stimuli like a bright 
flash, for we know that continual bright flashing produces specific re-
action in epileptics and also know that the loud ringing of a fire bell or 
similar repetitive crazy noise produces cortisol within body which 
raises stress levels in turn...could these unheeded stressors be more 
harmful than passive aspects of ape’s ecology in zoo?)



Many times, the glass is such a background part of their everyday reality (being in contact 
with humans in this habitat their entire lives and such) that it does not occur to them to be 
very attentive to it. This is good because it is not intrusive to their dynamic free flowing be-
haviors.

Went back to zoo both Saturday and Sunday. Saturday, the Ape house was closed for hallow-
een spectacular for kids in costumes everywhere. Sunday I had gone and ran into Fred and 
Will. Was pretty funny that happened :). I had decided to focus upon Jo’s habitat this time, 
but again my object is a central feature of both troop’s habitats. I had sort of used the video 
feature on my phone a decent amount to keep some track of times along with voice records 
which will be sufficiently transcribed below. 

I had drawn a couple pictures of some key areas of interaction that took place. The opening 
for the outside habitat on the left side, and there was only one today anyway, but I saw no 
active behavior by Jojo to try and block it

finches counting, and gorilla behavior:  so most of the apes were up in the higher branches 
or in balconies, while jojo was laying near the right most cage area on the ground. since the 
outside habitat glass was open on the left side, there were about 20 finches that would fly in 
and out freely of the habitat. when there were no apes on the ground with them, they had 
free reign to what ever small scraps of food were strewn about the mulch near the middle 
and close areas toward the glass of the inside habitat. the birds would group together and be 
happily getting whatever pieces of food they could get. I had noticed that none of the apes 
did not really care about this, but then one in the tops of a bamboo tree had seen me count-
ing to birds on the ground, he violently moved the poles near the top and most of the birds 
flew up to safety. then a few moments later after some calm, the birds were back on the 
ground eating what they could. I had taken out my iPhone to record me counting the birds, 
and if the ape would notice me doing this again. she would glance down at me, but it did not 
shake it again, rather another ape from the right side came to the ground level then walked 
directly along the glass in a lackadaisical way, wandering over toward the net near the left 
side of the habitat and near the glass, about 10’ off the ground. 

whole flashing incident with kid- “this is what I’m talking about,” I say as i am watching an 
inexperienced child who is using a flash on his camera to try to get good picture of Kwan. 
His dad is standing near but not too close, having little interest in how much his son suc-
ceeds at moment. I am noting how the constant flashing is producing ‘bad pictures’ every 
time he shoots, as the flash bounces directly off the glass into the lens; thus producing a 
whited out and blurred picture. A few moments later, the boy has his dad come over, and the 
guy clearly does not really know what he is doing either. I actually tell him, “if you turn off 
the flash, it will stop bouncing off the glass.” he agrees and tries to turn it off, kid takes an-
other shot but it still flashes. the dad looks at it again, sets a different function and just as 
this happens, Kwan is no longer still and the kid tries to capture pic while moving camera. 
does not turn out to be a quality picture. 



I notice next that some of kwan’s troop is allowed into the lower holding areas. there is a 
sign “Kwan’s gorilla group has access to their off exhibit area and may not always be visible. 
We apologize for the inconvenience.” 

Im back by Jojo, and there is a persistent barraging of flashes toward jojo’s direction. he is 
about 3-4 feet from the glass. I also note that one of the smaller apes in jo’s troop was uri-
nating in its hand and then brought it up to mouth to supposedly drink it. it had also tapped 
on the glass from the upper level of the ledge running the length of the glass, then slid down 
a few moments later. 

Some people start to empathize with the apes, wondering if the apes can tell when they are 
being flashed, and what the effect might be. the dad has the little girl go away from the glass 
and to refrain from taking so many flashing pics of jojo. girl was about 7 perhaps and father 
did not try to turn off the flash.

some biting behavior seen between the apes, both in one rope hammock toward the right 
side of the habitat, and about 15-20 feet up. one gracefully slides down poles with one arm 
on each steel pole. then just plops down on the ground. 

I notice in my next clip that the glass from inside to outside habitat separates a log or a 
‘downed tree’ of sorts. there is a 2 foot gap between the continuity of the object, separated 
by the glass. i notice the broken space. 

My next clip has me talking about how glass use around the inside habitat is rather competi-
tive. I had multiple space violations that day, the worst being from people pushing a stroller 
right next to my feet inching their child right up to the glass, where I was left standing 
pinned between the stroller and a wall or another person. There is a sort of a felt perceived 
entitlement for space, and it is informally enforced within the habitat on the human end. 
Pretty much wherever Jojo happens to be at the time is where the crowd of people will fol-
low and gather. 

3:11, I notice Jojo walking to the left side of the inside habitat, a place he rarely spends too 
much time from my experience. He ends up going outside, and a group of people are half 
way following where he goes near the glass. he is finding food on the ground and finds a nice 
twig with some leaves on it. I notice him look at me from the outside part for about 5 sec-
onds. i note how he moves in a sort of sideways fashion when moving toward a place. he 
then moves and plops down behind a large tree and my great view of him is perfectly 
obstructed. 

At one point around 3:20, there were no people around the inside habitat, only two people 
near the glass that shows a limited view of the immediate outside habitat. Jojo was outside 
at this time, and some other gorillas were up in the trees. After a couple moments, there are 
a couple people fresh into the ape house who are examining the habitat for the apes. A cou-
ple minutes later, he comes inside again, pausing on the dividing ledge for about 20 seconds. 
people tend to have enough time to gather around the glass when they need to. 



After jojo pauses for a few moments, he starts making his way toward his spot near the far 
right side of the habitat near the glass and cage. about 3/4 the way there, he stops moving as 
a female attempts to pass him on the right, but he moves right in that direction, then 
pauses, she tries to go left, again he moves left, then she takes a wider route to the right and 
jojo sort of tosses his arm out in her direction as she moves around him, not harming in any 
way. People next to me are like “i dont like him... he is a mean gorilla....” he then goes over 
and sits upright with his legs beneath and in front of him. 

I also note at this time the different kinds of glass that are present throughout the habitat. 
there is a sort of privileged glass, some for keepers to view into the habitat from above and 
behind. there are two square caged openings with a glass window between them, same size 
square perhaps 2’ tall. There are also the three other glass viewing places above and behind, 
and not conjoined directly to the inside habitat. 

I notice that when the apes come in or out, they will momentarily pause on the ledge where 
the glass separates the in/outside habitats. 

I was left wondering what or how it is and when the apes will directly look at different peo-
ple. I remember over hearing an intern saying one time that when baby apes are very young 
they will go up to the glass and sort of interact with the people. they get over that with time 
and realize that there is nothing useful there for them. They will still gaze out of the glass 
from time to time and only make eye-contact at certain times. They dont like to be stared at 
through the glass. It seems that they will sneak a peak at you when they see you are not di-
rectly looking at them. I feel that there must be some sort of communal understanding of 
who is watching out for who and when. Even if someone is outside and particularly gazing 
directly at an ape, another one will at least have an eye on them. When there was a group 
watching an ape eating some scraps on the ledge, another came straight down from the 
bamboo and stood in the way of some people trying to get a picture of that shot. 

I was left wondering if there was some sort of communication that happened when an ape 
will go down to the ground, or spread themselves through the middle and left sides of the 
inside habitat, where the birds previously were. at first they were all near the right, with only 
jojo on the ground actually. after a couple shakes from up top from an ape, the birds would 
scatter and come back, then there was a sort of movement by a couple apes to different 
places in the middle and left sides. The birds will hang out on the net where some apes will 
sit sometimes, but they left as an ape came near that area. I know birds are not what I am 
studying, but I am supposed to pay attention to the interrelationship of different parties and 
their involvements with the space. When apes move close, birds scatter; there was a definite 
relationship of the distance when the bird would take off, never allowing an ape closer than 
about 4-5 feet. 

4:03, lights shut off and gates for Kwan’s habitat are closed now. I wonder how it is that they 
are able to consistently have the apes all be inside at a certain time. i notice some blue lights 
from above in the inside habitats. I am watching Kwan a little bit, and he is playing with 
amari. They are in intimate distances and dad is wrestling with his son. He has amari pinned 



on the ground where he is playing around. Kwan gets up a couple moments later and moves 
off toward the opening to the holding habitat down stairs. 

I notice how easily the flash goes through the glass as Kwan passes very close by the glass 
and someone snaps a pic and there is a flash of whiteness across the side of Kwan’s head. 
How much does that effect the ape’s behavior and do they have any tolerance for it or any 
pent up anxiety about it? 












